This paper analyzed and probed into the profound inner meaning of religious and geographical culture-loaded words by taking the preface of "Seeking Pleasure First", a section in Li Yu's Casual Expressions of Idle Feeling, as the data under the guidance of Halliday's cultural context and Hall's high and low cultural context theories through the combination of the traditional Chinese philosophical thoughts of Taoism and Confucianism. This paper also carried out a practical intralingual and interlingual translation of some selected culture-loaded words in order to explore and find out a new approach on how to better understand and translate Chinese classical texts with the help of the context of culture.
李渔"行乐第一"语篇的文化语境解读与翻译 (Hall,1988 :86)根据霍尔的观点，相比较而言，古代汉语应处于高语
Alas! What on earth is death? It is a sign of ill omen, inescapable and unpredictable. Constantly the news of death comes to people and brings them unavoidable and profound grief. In this regard, the Creator is supposed to be the most merciless. However, this saying can be refuted by another statement from different perspective that the most merciless embodies the perfection of benevolence. Why? The Creator well understands the mortality of human being. With the death of the departed, he only scares the living people so as to remind them of the importance to enjoy the pleasures of life whenever and wherever possible.
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Kang Duishan, an ancient Chinese litterateur in Qing Dynasty, built a garden pavilion at the foot of Beimang Mountain (a place where the dead were buried in ancient times), where only graves could be viewed. Perplexed, his guests asked what enjoyments could be derived from such a view. Kang answered, "Not dare I be unhappy with such scenery coming into my sight every day". The words are so wise and insightful that I have taken it as my life motto, constantly reminding me to be magnanimous. I support the Chinese regimen to put pleasure-seeking first by following the example of the Creator, namely to advice people to enjoy the sweets of life while they can with the warning of death cherished in heart. In a word, if you want to embody the Creator's great mercilessness to people, you have to do something unpleasant in order for them to gain a perfect understanding of the Creator's benevolence and treasure it.
